
The transport has been one of the most important problem WF for The P last two centuries. 
The problem began with the growing and the development of cities.  
 
Before the eith sentury SP the people lived in a small villages and tows SP and did not have 
necessity COLL to go too far. The people did not worry about the time to arrive GRA in some 
where.  
 
Nowadays the situation has changed. ^^ Many cars on the streets and many people need to 
go to any WW place. The numbers WF of car WF has increased and as a result there are 
many problems: pollution, noise, car accident, insufficient car park and petroleum problem 
COLL  
 
On the other hand, people use car WF to go to everywhere: to work, to travel, to spent 
holiday COLL, and to amusement WW. Meanwhile  the car is important the cities must have 
a solution.SENTENCE FRAGMENT Its important to organise its using and to meet 
alternative ways. COLL 
 
In big cities there are some alternatives like underground (metro), coach, train, and bycicles. 
In China and Cuba for example they use bycicles SP for substituting the cars or coaches.  
 
It would be better to think about others different kinds of transport. In Brazil the government 
has talked about transport on the rivers. In this country there are many rivers where it is 
possible to go to different places. In general they are flat rivers. ? 
 
Another kind of transport is car that uses solar energy. Probably they don’t have pollution 
problem and it is cheaper than others car WF WF.  
 
In conclusion the transport is a social problem in big cities but its pollution depend on new 
technologies, others kind of energy and political aspects.  
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